AMPHITRITE by Spirit Young
Underwater Adventure Outline

Intro: Explain in full detail about the two magical underwater tribes (Aureo and Maui) made up of the Naakin (humanoids with colorful scales for skin) who are at war with each other over religious differences. The goddess Amphitrite is worshipped in two ways. Aureo believed that she was a powerful Naakin warrior who sacraficed herself for her people while the Maui believed that she was an actually diety murdered by vile Naakins. The game takes place deep in the dark ocean (about a mile down or so).

Main Character:
	Acala: The hero of the two clans. His magic is believed to be a reincarnation of Amphitries'. 
	(His abilites are explained throughout the journey)
Aureo Tribe:
	Remus: Leader of the Aureo Tribe. He is strong and proud.
	Ciar: Son of Remus. He is humble and easily scared.
	Kaiaka: The daughter of Remus. Much stronger than Ciar, her older brother.
	Naida: Acala's little sister and Ciar's love interest.
Maui Tribe: 
	Nereus: Leader of the Maui Tribe. Has much hatred toward his twin brother, Remus.
	Anemone: The daughter of Nereus. She is powerful, just like her father.
Humans:
	Gavin: Captain of the battleship Adama. He is very good to his crew.
	Dereck: First mate. He likes to give out commands behind Gavin's back.

Area 1: City in the dark sea, Malivi
	The game starts off with Acala teaching his sister Naida how to light up dark areas with the basic Naakin magic, Shine. After the player demostates how to cast the spell, Naida easily lights up a small area. Note that Acala is the only character that can be contolled by the player. Soon after Ciar visits the two but gets nervous around Naida. Acala desides to scout the area from Maui spies and Ciar desides to go (to impress Naida). At this point you can explore a section of Malivi to get used to the controls of swimming and using underwater dashes.

Area 2: Malivi Canyon
	Ciar meets up with Acala and the two go on patrol. Even though Ciar is weak, he feels safe around Acala. This is where you are introduced to the first enemies in the game; the Black Sharks (whom resemble the white sharks). These are master hunters of the dark and have a strong desire for Naakin meat. But, because the sharks can't use magic they are no match for Acala's Shine spell, which will actually cause the Black Sharks to desolve when touched in the lit up areas. You also have a Plasma Bolt attack and it can kill the sharks too, but the Shine spell is their weakness. Plasma Bolt work good on the first boss of the game, the Jellyfish Titan, who tries to kill Ciar. 

	Boss 1:	Jellyfish Titan's attacks include swinging his giant tentacles and shocking the player if you get near him. The only way to kill the Titan is to shock him with Plasma Bolt, then use a water dash into it's one giant eye. You do this around four times, eventually causing blindness to the boss and it dies from loss of blood.

Area 3: Castle Malivi
	Acala brings the injured Ciar back to the castle where he is scolded by his tribe lord, Remus. But Remus understands that Ciar is trying to be brave and thanks Acala for saving his life. Acala is then greeted by Kaiaka and demands that next time he takes her out on patrol. Before you leave the castle you can find health upgrades and magic boosts (which you now know to look out for throughout the rest of the game).

Area 4: Sunken Ship Location
	Hunters of the Aureo tribe are being attacked by a gang of the Maui tribe led by Anemone. Acala and Kaiaka rush to the scene. There you fight off a few Maui warriors who know basic attack magic (Like Water Pull, where it slams a target into the ground). You are also trying to save as many hunters as you can. Then you fight Anemone after she blasts Kaiaka with a charged Plasma Bolt and wounds her.
	Boss 2: Anemone is a fast swimmer and likes to try to sneak up behind the player for her spells to work correctly. She can also cast Fade, which summons darkness around the player. The trick to fighting Anemone is listen for her when she sneaks up behind you, cast Bright and the shock of the light will stun her. Hit her a few times and it awakens a bigger foe.
	Boss 3: Whale Crab looks like a mutated whale with pinchers, shell armor, and nasty pointed teeth. It scares Anemone and her warriors away, however Acala needs to stay to protect Kaiaka who is finally waking up from Anemone's attack. To defeat this boss (who basically just swims around and tries to eat you) is to shoot a Plasma Bolt into it's mouth as it tries to swallow you. A charged Bolt will actually knock the boss down and if it landed from a high enough fall, it's shell breaks revealing it's weakness. Shoot enough Bolts at the weakness and it will die.

Area 5: Legendary Cave
	Kaiaka thanks Acala and helps escort the remaining hunter back to the city. Acala notices that the Whale Crab was guarding an enterance to a cave where you can explore. You mainly have to avoid obsticals in this area, like vines that will sting you or other typical marine predators. You find a large room inside the cave that appears to be where the "goddess" Amphitrite lived. This is where you learn the truth. She was indeed just a normal Naakin and you learn the Pull spell, where you can grab objects (like boulders or dabris) and throw it back at your enemies.

Area 6: Battlefield
	The two tribes go to war whom are lead by both tribe leaders. Your goal is to sneak around to where Nereus is giving commands and show him proof that Amphitrite wasn't killed by murderers, she nearly just hid to avoid all Naatins and died from starving. Before you reach Nereus (also, you do battle many Maui Warriors) you meet the next boss.
	Boss 4: The Two Elete Maui Guardians protect Nereus and use powerful Plasma Bolts that are harder to avoid. The trick to defeating these two is simple, use the Pull spell on one to slam him into the other. Doing this a few times causes their large armor to shatter and they both die from the impact.
	Boss 5: Nereus uses more advanced attacks that his daughter used on the player earlier. But the trick here is to survive the battle without killing Nereus (or you get the bad ending, where both tribes destroy each other). You must stun him with light and show proof to him (Amphitrite's Diary) that Amphitrite wasn't murdered. Then the spirit of Amphitrite gathers before the two tribes, grants her son Acala a special power (you learn what it does later) and vanishes. Nereus haults the attack and flees back to his city with his remaining tribe. The war ends.

Area 7: Outside the Battlefield
	Ciar informs Acala that his sister Naida ran off (due to fear of the war) and headed up towards the lighter areas of the ocean. As the player explores the open wateres occupied with new marine predators, he is encountered by the final enemies, strange Human Divers. They try to capture him with a net, but Acala easily escapes. One of the humans use a javaline gun and shoot it at Acala's leg. He watches in pain as the Human Divers take Naida to the surface. After a while of trying to fix his wound and almost dies of blood loss, Acala is rescued by the Maui tribe.

Final Area: The Surface
	Acala desides to rescue his sister from the Divers who placed her in water tank aboard the Battleship Adama. As Acala uses the ancient magic of Amphitrite to breathe air and board the Battleship, he quickly learns his magic is useless out of the water and has to fight off the Human Soldiers with their own guns (a surpirse game twist). Eventually, you meet Dereck who was trying to figure out a way to mate with Naida and runs away after you shoot at him. You rescue Naida and you both dive in the water.
	End Boss: The Battleship Adama begins dropping charges into the water, killing a few Naakin who did come to help Acala. Dereck is enraged, kills Captain Gavin (due to disagreeing with the pursuit), and declairs war on the Naakin. The goal to defeat the battleship is too sink it by using the Pull spell to shoot the charges back at it. While you are fighting both tribes come to the rescue and help the player destroy the massive ship. Once the ship sinks, Dereck escapes via helicopter and vows to return.

	In the end, humans from the free world do declair war from listening to Dereck's reports about "those magical beings who live underwater" and will not stop until their powers are harnessed. They call it Operation: Amphitrite. The ending shows the two tribs going deeper into the dark ocean to hide from the evil above.

